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Purpose：To analyze the effects of different jump-landing directions (forward、diagonal、lateral) on dynamic postural stability
when performing single-leg landings. Method：10 healthy subjects(5 male/5 female, age：24.4±3 yrs、weight：62.3±9.5kg、
height：168±5.5cm) participate this study. Using one kistler force plate  to collect data on different jump-landing directions.
Analyze 3 seconds of center of pressure after landing, and further, estimating AnteroPosterior Center of pressure excursion（AP
COP）、Mediolateral Center of pressure excursion（ML COP）、Total area of center of pressure excursion. Result：（1）AP
COP：The AP COP excursion revealed significant differences among directions (p<.05).（2）ML COP：The ML COP excursion
revealed significant differences among directions (p<.05).（3）Total area：The total area revealed significant differences among
directions (p<.05). Discuss：（1）Compared to forward jump-landing, lateral and diagonal protocol demonstrated greater COP
areas.（2）Greater COP area post a greater challenge on dynamic postural control. Conclusion：In the current study, diagonal
and lateral jump-landing protocol excited greater COP areas which could possibly lead to postural instability during single-leg
landing and resulted in loss balance.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to investigate the correlation between the body roll angle in shoulder and hip joint for elite female
swimmers during front crawl swimming. Three female swimmers who are specializing in front crawl swimming were recruited
in this study. Three cameras (SANYO-CA9) was used and been submerged to record the motion of swimmers during front
crawl swimming for 15-m (the sampling rate at 30Hz). The kinematics parameters were calculated in the seven markers (C7,
symmetric shoulder joints, symmetric hip joints and symmetric fingers) after using the Kwon 3D 3.1 motion analysis system.
The results shows that the maximum angle of shoulder joint roll is 32.4° and the minimum angle of shoulder joint roll is -41.7°;
the maximum angle of hip joint roll is 21.9° and the minimum angle of hip joint roll is -17.6°. These findings suggested that
the body roll angle in Taiwan elite female swimmers were almost symmetrical. Besides, it also shows that the rolling technique
of Taiwanese swimmers and international outstanding swimmers were in the same pattern of body rolling type.
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